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...the corn was fallen sideways and the dust was piled on it. Little flints shoved through the dusty soil. The driver said... ‘A forty-acre cropper and he ain’t been **dusted out** and he ain’t been **tractored out**?’

- John Steinbeck, *The Grapes of Wrath*, Ch. 2
Photo by Arthur Rothstein. Dust is too much for this farmer’s son in Cimarron County, Oklahoma. April 1936.
Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b38283 DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Dust storm. It was conditions of this sort which forced many farmers to abandon the area. Spring 1935.
Photo by Arthur Rothstein. Son of farmer in dust bowl area. Cimarron County, Oklahoma. April 1936.
Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b38282 DLC
Photo by Arthur Rothstein. The winds of the dust bowl have piled up large drifts of soil against this farmer's barn near Liberal, Kansas. March 1936. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-002505-E DLC.
Photo by M. P. Wolcott. Storm pit, shelter built and used by many families in Alabama during storms or high winds. Coffee County, Alabama. April 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-051470-D DLC.
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Power farming displaces tenants...Texas Panhandle. 1938. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-T01-018281-C DLC
Photo by Russell Lee. Mr. Bosley of the reorganization unit standing in a field of sudan grass on his farm in Baca County, Colorado. Sudan grass is a cover crop. September 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-
Photo by W. Evans. Bud Fields and his family...Alabama. 1935 or 1936. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-ppmsc-00234 DLC
Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USZ62-106936 DLC
On the Road With the Joads

Route 66

“...along the highway the cars of the migrant people crawled out like bugs, and the narrow concrete miles stretched ahead.”

- John Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath, Ch. 17
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Between Tulare and Fresno on U.S. 99. Farmer from Independence, Kansas, on the road at cotton chopping time. He and his family have been on the road for 6 months. May 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b33667 DLC.
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Eight related persons just arriving in this roadster from Texas. In search of employment as pea pickers. February 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-019184-E DLC.
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Family between Dallas and Austin, Texas. August 1936. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b29790 DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Mother and baby of family on the road. Tulelake, Siskiyou County, California. September 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b34842 DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Part of family come for work in potatoes. Tule lake, Siskiyou County, California. September 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-020971-E DLC
Photo by Russell Lee. Indians on way to the berry fields near Little Fork, Minnesota. 1937. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8a21926 DLC
Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b32371 DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. One of the roads leading into Calipatria, Imperial County, California. February 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-019046-E DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Car on siding across tracks from pea packing plant. Twenty-five year old itinerant, originally from Oregon. February 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b33263 DLC.
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Hobo wakes up early in the morning from his bed alongside a corral. Imperial Valley, California. February 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-019233-C DLC
...the great companies did not know that the line between hunger and anger is a thin line. And money that might have gone to wages went for gas, for guns, for agents and spies, for blacklists, for drilling. On the highway the people moved like ants and searched for work, for food.”

- John Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath, Ch. 21
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Bndle stiff. Used to be a logger. August 1939. Library of Congress
Reproduction No. LC-USF34-020660-E DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Drinking water for the whole town, also for the migrant camp across the road. Tulelake, Siskiyou County, California. September 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b34824 DLC.
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Father of Texas migrant family who follow the cotton crop from Corpus Christi to the Panhandle. June 1937. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-017237-E DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Filipino lettuce field laborer. Imperial Valley CA. 1939. Library of Congress
Reproduction No. LC-USF34-019341-E DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Filipino boy of a labor gang cutting cauliflower near Santa Maria, California. 1937. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-016200-E DLC
Reproduction No. LC-DIG-ppmsc-00238 DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Filipino crew of fifty-five boys cutting and loading lettuce. Imperial Valley, California. 1937. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-016204-E DLC
Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-016801-C DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. In one of the largest pea camps in California. February 1936. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-T01-001784-C DLC
Reproduction No. LC-USF34-009760-E DLC
Reproduction No. LC-USF33-003673-M3 DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Mother and child of flood refugee family, near Memphis, Texas. May 1937.
Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b31974 DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Pea picker camp. This family had been farm owners in Oklahoma. Calipatria, Imperial Valley, California. February 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-019136-E DLC.
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Mother at camp in California. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b34826 DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Texas tenant farmer in Marysville, California, migrant camp during the peach season. September 1935. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USZ6-1026 DLC.
Photo by Arthur Rothstein. Man who once owned the land being used for the White Sands project. Otero County, New Mexico. April 1936. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-002909-D DLC
DLC
Photo by Russell Lee. Fruit farmer and his wife, Placer County, California. 150 acres. Farm is in fair condition. 1940. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-USF34-038504-D DLC
Photo by Dorothea Lange. Salinas Valley, California. Large scale, commercial agriculture. 1939. Library of Congress Reproduction No. LC-DIG-fsa-8b32965 DLC
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